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Abstract
Consistency between a process and its speciﬁcation expressed in CSP is typically presented as
a reﬁnement check. Within the traces model consistency is measured by examining only the traces
of the systems, whilst in the ﬁner stable failures model the possibility of subsequently refusing a
combination of events is also taken into consideration.
In this paper, we begin by motivating the need for alternative measures of consistency. We then
identify the failures class—aclass of semanticmodels for describing concurrent systems inwhich each
model is associated with a predicate that determines how much availability information is recorded.
We show how reﬁnement within members of this class corresponds to conﬁrmation of non-standard
measures of consistency, and identify application areas for these measures of consistency. We show
how reﬁnement in each model can be automatically tested.
We also carry out a theoretical examination of the failures class. We prove that the class forms a
complete lattice, and investigate the positions of particular models within that lattice.We also identify
the maximal subset of the language over which each model is compositional.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Reﬁnement is a standard technique that is used to ascertain whether or not a model of a
system is in some way consistent with, or satisﬁes a property captured by, its speciﬁcation.
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Fig. 1. Linear time-branching time spectrum of van Glabbeek [24], illustrating the positioning of the failures class
of semantic models.
The measure of consistency depends on the language used and often on the choice of
semantic model.
A variety of languages and semantic models have been proposed for describing and
reasoning about the properties of concurrent systems, from process algebras such as CSP
[11,20] and CCS [12,13] through modal logics [16,5,9] to Petri nets [15]. No one model
is better than all the others: the choice and suitability of any given model depends on the
requirements of the user.
We may impose an ordering on these models in terms of the number of identiﬁcations
each makes: one model is coarser than another if whenever the second identiﬁes two
processes then so too does the ﬁrst; in this case, we say that the second model is ﬁner
than the ﬁrst. In [24], van Glabbeek considers various semantic equivalences for modelling
ﬁnitely branching, concrete, sequential, non-deterministic processes. He presents them in
a language-independent style, reducing them to eleven distinct models as illustrated in his
linear time-branching time spectrum: see Fig. 1.
In the process algebra CSP a typical reﬁnement check is of the form SPECP for
process P and speciﬁcation SPEC. Non-trivial problems are generally veriﬁed using the
model-checker FDR [19,10]. FDR checks that all behaviours of process P are possible
behaviours of speciﬁcation SPEC. The class of behaviours taken into consideration is
determined by the choice of semantic model: the traces model [20] simply records all
possible traces, or sequences of interaction, whereas the stable failures model [20] records
also the potential to refuse sets of events after each such trace.
In Example 1 we motivate the need for alternative measures of consistency between a
process and its speciﬁcation, and hence the need for additional semantic models: we present
a scenario in which the full strength of the stable failures model is too prescriptive but the
traces model is not prescriptive enough.
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Fig. 2. A state diagram illustrating the implementation of a pantomime horse.
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Fig. 3. A state diagram illustrating the speciﬁcation of a pantomime horse.
Example 1
The implementation of a pantomime horse 1 is modelled in the self-explanatory UML
[23] state diagram in Fig. 2 below. The description says that the pantomime horse will
repeatedly go forwards, neigh, go backwards and then kick. The original speciﬁcation of
the pantomime horse is modelled in Fig. 3. The speciﬁcation can do any combination of
going forwards then neighing and going backwards then kicking. Our question is “Is the
implementation consistent with the speciﬁcation?”
If we are working in the context of the traces model then the answer is “Yes”: every
possible sequence of interaction of the implementation is a possible sequence of interaction
of the speciﬁcation. However if we consider full failures information then the answer is
“No”: the implementation could initially refuse to go backwards whilst the speciﬁcation
could not.
But perhaps neither of these is the correct measure. It might be that in this instance our
measure of consistency should be “Can the implementation refuse to move only when the
speciﬁcation can also refuse to move?” In other words, can the implementation refuse both
fwd and bkwd only when the speciﬁcation could refuse both these events? 2 If that is our
measure then the answer is “Yes”: the implementation is consistent with the speciﬁcation.
In this paper we put the bottom section of van Glabbeek’s spectrum under the mi-
croscope for further scrutiny. We identify the failures class, a particular class of semantic
models of concurrent systems, lying between the traces and failures models. Each such
model records possible sequences of interaction, along with particular refusal sets, sets
which contain information about the subsequent availability of operations. They do not
explicitly model divergence, the possible occurrence of an inﬁnite sequence of hidden or
1 The idea of modelling a pantomime horse was taken from Roscoe’s book [20].
2 This is veriﬁable using the Actual Refusals model as introduced in Section 3.5.
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internal actions. We use the process algebra Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP)
[11,20] to present a generalised description of elements within this class.
Each semantic model from the failures class is associated with a predicate on refusal
sets; this predicate determines how much availability information is recorded. We use our
generalised model to:
• explore the relative strengths of models of this class;
• identify models—both established and new—within this class, and demonstrate appli-
cation areas for their associated measures of consistency;
• identify the maximal subset of the language for which each model is compositional;
• consider for which such models is automatic reﬁnement-checking possible.
The paper begins with a brief introduction to the syntax of CSP, introducing the stan-
dard operators along with processes that we will refer to throughout the rest of the paper;
we follow this with a discussion of the stable failures model [20].
In Section 3 we formally identify the class of failures models central to the paper. Each
such model is generated by a predicate that determines those refusal sets to be recorded; we
identify the predicates associated with four established models—the stable failures model
[20], the traces model [20], the singleton failures model [1], and the completed trace model
[24]—and six non-established models. For each model under consideration we identify
problem domains in which the associated measure of consistency would be useful and
appropriate. Finally, we show that the failures class of semantic models forms a complete
lattice, and in particular that the stable failures model is the top element and the traces model
the bottom element.
In Section 4 we explore which models are compositional with respect to which subsets
of the language, and apply these general results to the particular models already identiﬁed.
In particular we prove that the traces model and the stable failures model are the only
members of the class that are compositional over the entire language.
In Section 5 we consider the problem of automatic reﬁnement checking, using existing
tools. We demonstrate simple techniques that can be used within all the speciﬁc models
considered in this paper, and alsomore complicated techniques that can be used for arbitrary
models within the class.
We conclude in Section 6 with a discussion of related work. Throughout the paper
we include in the main body of the text those proofs that shed light on the results they are
establishing. The remaining proofs are left to the appendix.
2. Overview of CSP
In this section we give a brief overview of the CSP syntax that we will be using, and
of the stable failures model for CSP [20].
2.1. Syntax
In CSP a process is a pattern of communication that describes the behaviour of
a system. Examples of systems that might be modelled in this language are individual
machines, networks and protocols. Moreover simple components may be combined to
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create a composite process. Whatever the system, the behaviour is described in terms of
events or synchronous atomic communications, marking points in the evolution of the
system.
Channels carry sets of events; for example, c.5 is an event of channel c. The notation
{|c|} represents the set of events corresponding to channel c.
The simplest process is Stop, the deadlocked process that will not perform any events
and marks the end of a pattern of communication. The process div represents a divergent
process, which performs unboundedly many internal events.
For any event a and process P, the process a→P is willing to communicate event
a and, if that event occurs, will subsequently behave as P. If A is a set of events, then
?a :A→Pa represents the process that is willing to communicate any of the events from A,
and if event a is performed subsequently behaves as Pa .
CSP has two choice operators. The process PQ represents an external choice: the
environment is given the choice between the initial events of P and Q. By contrast, P	Q
represents an internal (or non-deterministic) choice between processesP andQ. The process	 i : I |p(i) • Pi represents an indexed internal choice between the processes Pi where
i ranges over those members of I such that p(i) holds. The process PQ represents a
process that initially acts like P, but at any point, P can be interrupted and control passed
to Q.
Given processes P and Q and sets of events A and B (their respective interfaces), the
processPA‖BQ denotes the parallel combination ofP andQ. In such a parallel combination,
a process canperformonly those events that are in its interface, and its cooperation is required
if such an event is to occur; hence the processes synchronise on events in the intersection
of their interfaces. By contrast, P |||Q represents an interleaving of P and Q, i.e. a parallel
composition with no synchronisation.
If P is a process and A a set of events, then the process P \A behaves as P except that
events from A are hidden (or made internal) so cannot be observed and do not require the
cooperation of any other process. X • P represents a recursive process, where occurrences
ofXwithinP represent recursive calls; for example,X • a→X represents a process that can
perform an unbounded number of as. Such recursive processes are more normally deﬁned
equationally, for example P = a→P . A collection of processes may also be deﬁned by
mutual recursion; see [20].
For later convenience we deﬁne also Offer(A) =̂ ?a : A→div, the process that offers
the events fromA and then diverges, and, the non-deterministic interrupt operator deﬁned
as follows: PQ ≡ P	(PQ).
2.2. The stable failures model
The stable failures model represents each process P by a pair in which the ﬁrst com-
ponent is a set of traces and the second a set of failures. A trace is an element of the type

∗
, where  is the set of all events, and corresponds to a possible sequence of interaction.
A failure is an element of the type ∗× P; the ﬁrst component is a trace and the second a
refusal set, or set of events that might collectively be refused from a stable state (i.e. where
no internal activity is possible) reached after the given trace.
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2.3. Healthiness conditions
The semantics of a process P is given by the pair (traces(P ), failures(P )). Further-
more, the functions traces and failures must satisfy the following healthiness conditions:
〈〉 ∈ traces(P ), (T1)
trtr′ ∈ traces(P ) ⇒ tr ∈ traces(P ), (T2)
(tr, X) ∈ failures(P ) ⇒ tr ∈ traces(P ), (F1)
(tr, X∪Y ) ∈ failures(P ) ⇒ (tr, X) ∈ failures(P ), (F2)
(tr, Y ) ∈ failures(P )∧∀ x ∈ X • tr〈x〉 /∈ traces(P ) ⇒
(tr, X∪Y ) ∈ failures(P ). (F3)
The ﬁrst condition (T1) states that the empty trace is a possible trace of every process and
the second (T2) states that the set of traces of any process is preﬁx-closed. The third condi-
tion (F1) ensures consistency between failure and trace information. The fourth condition
(F2) states that the set of refusal sets for every possible trace is subset closed. Finally, con-
dition (F3) states that events that cannot be performed in a particular state may be added
to a corresponding refusal set. Observe that the absence of the pair (tr,∅) from the set
failures(P ) for some tr ∈ traces(P ) indicates divergence.
2.4. Semantic equations
The functions traces and failures satisfy the following equations 3 :
traces(Stop)= {〈〉},
failures(Stop)= {(〈〉, X)|X ∈ P},
traces(div)= {〈〉},
failures(div)= {},
traces(a→P)= {〈〉 }∪{ 〈a〉tr | tr ∈ traces(P ) },
failures(a→P)= {(〈〉, X) | X ∈ P∧a /∈ X}∪
{(〈a〉tr, X)|(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )},
traces(?a : A→Pa)= {〈〉} ∪ {〈a〉tr|a ∈ A∧tr ∈ traces(Pa)},
failures(?a : A→Pa)= {(〈〉, X)|X ∈ P∧A ∩X = {}} ∪
{(〈a〉tr, X)|a∈A∧(tr, X)∈ failures(Pa)},
traces(PQ)= traces(P )∪traces(Q),
failures(PQ)= {(〈〉, X)∈ failures(P ) ∩ failures(Q)} ∪
{(tr, X)∈ failures(P )∪failures(Q)|tr = 〈〉},
3 Note in particular that div has no stable failures, because it never reaches a stable state; and PQ has no
failures corresponding to P, because in such states it can be interrupted at any point, so never stabilises.
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traces(P	Q)= traces(P )∪traces(Q),
failures(P	Q)= failures(P )∪failures(Q),
traces(	 i : I |p(i) • Pi)=⋃{traces(Pi)|i ∈ I∧p(i)},
failures(	 i : I |p(i) • Pi)=⋃{failures(Pi)|i ∈ I∧p(i)},
traces(PQ)= {trtr′|tr ∈ traces(P )∧tr′ ∈ traces(Q)},
failures(PQ)= {(trtr′, X)|tr ∈ traces(P )∧
(tr′, X) ∈ failures(Q)},
traces(P A‖B Q)= {tr ∈ (A∪B)∗ | tr  A ∈ traces(P )∧
tr  B ∈ traces(Q)},
failures(P A‖B Q)= {(tr, X) ∈ (A∪B)∗ × P |
∃ Y ∈ PA; Z ∈ PB; W ∈ P(−A−B) •
(tr  A, Y ) ∈ failures(P )∧
(tr  B,Z) ∈ failures(Q)∧
X = Y ∪ Z ∪W },
traces(P |||Q)= {tr| ∃ trP ∈ traces(P ), trQ ∈ traces(Q) •
tr ∈ trP |||trQ},
failures(P |||Q)= {(tr, X)| ∃ trP , trQ • (trP ,X) ∈ failures(P )∧
(trQ,X) ∈ failures(Q)∧
tr ∈ trP |||trQ},
traces(P \A)= { tr\A | tr ∈ traces(P ) },
failures(P \A)= {(tr\A,X) | (tr, A∪X) ∈ failures(P )}.
In the equations for P |||Q, the notation trP |||trQ represents all ways of interleaving the
traces trP and trQ; see [20].
The semantics of recursive processes can be deﬁned by
traces(X • F(X))=⋃{traces(F n(STOP))|n0},
failures(X • F(X))=⋃{failures(F n(STOP))|n0}.
These represent the least ﬁxed points of the mapping on the semantic model corresponding
to F. Semantics can be given to mutual recursions analogously [20].
For later convenience, we state also the equations for the process Offer and the non-
deterministic interrupt operator.
traces(Offer(A))= {〈〉}∪{〈a〉 | a ∈ A},
failures(Offer(A))= {(〈〉, X) | X ∈ P∧X ∩ A = ∅},
traces(PS)= traces(P ) ∪
{trtr′|tr ∈ traces(P )∧tr′ ∈ traces(S)},
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failures(PS)= failures(P ) ∪
{(trtr′, X)|
tr ∈ traces(P )∧(tr′, X) ∈ failures(S)}.
2.5. Reﬁnement and equivalence
Equivalence and reﬁnement in the stable failures model are deﬁned as follows:
P ≡F Q ⇔ traces(P ) = traces(Q)∧failures(P ) = failures(Q),
PF Q ⇔ traces(Q) ⊆ traces(P )∧failures(Q) ⊆ failures(P ).
The coarser traces model models a process only in terms of its traces. Equivalence and
reﬁnement in this model are deﬁned by:
P ≡T Q ⇔ traces(P ) = traces(Q),
PT Q ⇔ traces(Q) ⊆ traces(P ).
3. The hierarchy of models
In this section we introduce the failures class of models; each model is associated with
a predicate over failures sets that determines the amount of refusal information recorded.
We then describe both established and non-established models within the failures class,
identifying for each the associated predicate. For each model under consideration we indi-
cate a potential application area; for a selected few we give also a more detailed example
of a practical application. We present general results that determine the relative strengths
of models in terms of their deﬁning predicates, and conclude the section with a spectrum
illustrating the relative strengths of the identiﬁed models.
All the models we consider in this paper represent processes by a pair comprising
their traces and a subset of their failures. The subset of failures for any given model will be
determined by a predicate p over refusal sets associated with that model; more precisely, a
model associated with predicate p will include only those failures (tr, X) such that p(X)
holds. We deﬁne:
failuresp(P ) =̂ {(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )|p(X)},
to be those failures included in the model of predicate p. We then deﬁne the modelMp to
be the model that represents the process P by
Mp[P ] =̂ (traces(P ), failuresp(P )).
We can deﬁne equivalence and reﬁnement in the modelMp by 4 :
P ≡p Q ⇔ traces(P ) = traces(Q)∧failuresp(P ) = failuresp(Q),
PpQ ⇔ traces(Q) ⊆ traces(P )∧failuresp(Q) ⊆ failuresp(P ).
The following four established models are all instances of this class.
4 Note that for succinctness and clarity, the equivalence and preorder operators will sometimes be indexed with
the model and sometimes with the associated predicate.
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3.1. Stable failures model
Roscoe’s stable failuresmodel (F ) [20] records full trace and failure information. Two
processes are equivalentwithin thismodel if they share the same traces and the same failures.
Hence the predicate that generates the stable failures model is p(X) =̂ true: equivalently,
F =MX • true .
The stable failures model may be used for reasoning about both safety and liveness
properties for divergence-free processes. De Nicola [6] proves that for processes in which
no internal events may occur (thereby precluding the use of the hiding operator) the stable
failures semantic model is equivalent to his testing equivalences model [7].
3.2. Traces model
The traces model (T ) [11,20] records no refusal information. Irrespective of their
failures, two processes are equivalent within this model precisely when they share the same
traces. Hence the predicate that generates the traces model is p(X) =̂ false: equivalently,
T =MX • false .
The traces model may be used for reasoning about safety properties.
3.3. Singleton failures model
The singleton failures model (S ) [1,2,24] records all trace information, and failures
where the cardinality of the refusal set is at most one. Two processes are equivalent within
this model if they share the same traces and if, after every such trace, they can refuse the
same events individually. Hence the predicate that generates the singleton failures model is
p(X) =̂ #X1: equivalently, S =MX • #X1 .
This model was deﬁned to coincide with the relational semantics of data types [8]:
the reﬁnement of data types is equivalent to the singleton failures reﬁnement of their corre-
sponding processes.
3.4. Completed trace model
As well as recording all trace information, the completed trace model (CT ) [24]
records all completed traces, that is traces after which no events can be performed. Two
processes are equivalent within this model if ﬁrstly they share the same traces, and secondly
if one can deadlock after a given trace then so can the other. Hence p(X) =̂ X= is the
predicate that generates the completed trace model: equivalently, CT =MX •X= .
A means of automatically verifying whether one system can deadlock when another
would not is necessary whenever we are designing a system that may reach a deadlocked
state, but should do so only under certain conditions: for instance after reporting an error
or successfully completing a task.
Example
Consider an inference tool that can make a variety of deductive steps depending on
its current knowledge. The speciﬁcation might permit any possible deductive step from any
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given state whilst, for efﬁciency reasons, the implementation might prioritise techniques:
all possible deductive steps of one class must be completed before any deductive steps of
another class may be performed.We require that every possible trace of the implementation
must be a possible trace of the speciﬁcation, but are not concerned that the implementation
will have more refusals than the speciﬁcation. Our concern is that whenever the implemen-
tation can make no more deductive steps and hence deadlocks, the speciﬁcation might also
deadlock. We need to verify that
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(InferenceToolImpl) | X = }
⊆ {(tr, X) ∈ failures(InferenceToolSPEC) | X = }.
This holds precisely when the following predicate is true.
InferenceToolSPECCT InferenceToolImpl.
We have identiﬁed four established semantic models that are members of the failures
class. Obviously there are many more members of this class—as many as there are predi-
cates on refusal sets, namely 22# . Below we identify six predicates that yield potentially
interesting or useful models.
3.5. Actual refusals model for A
The model generated by the predicate p(X) =̂ X=A records availability information
only for a speciﬁed set A. Two particular instances of models within this subclass, models
that merit their own names, are the completed trace model above (where A=) and the
stable traces model below (where A={}). In the general case we will refer to models from
this class as the actual refusals model for A (AA =MX •X=A) for any given set A.
The actual refusals model will be useful whenever we have a system in which we
are concerned about the availability of at least one of a given class of operations, although
which operation is actually performed does not concern us.
Example
Suppose that a service provider has a collection of processors indexed by some set I.
The acceptance and completion of a job by processor i are respectively modelled by events
acceptJob.i and completeJob.i. An initial speciﬁcation might be of the following form:
ServiceProviderSpec =̂ |||i:IProcessor(i),
Processor(i) =̂ acceptJob.i→completeJob.i→Processor(i).
Tomaximise efﬁciency, the service provider decides to incorporate a scheduler into the
system when it comes to the actual implementation. The scheduler’s role is to allocate jobs
to processors. How it makes its decisions is not important for the purpose of this example.
The ﬁnal implementation is modelled as follows:
ServiceProviderImpl =̂ Scheduler ||
{|acceptJob|}
ServiceProviderSpec.
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We are concerned not with which processor performs which job, but that the imple-
mentation cannot block the acceptance of a job where the speciﬁcation would not.We need
to verify that the following predicate holds:
{(tr, X) ∈ ServiceProviderImpl | X = {|acceptJob|}}
⊆ {(tr, X) ∈ ServiceProviderSpec | X = {|acceptJob|}}.
This is true precisely when
ServiceProviderSpecA{|acceptJob|} ServiceProviderImpl.
3.6. Stable traces model
The model generated by the predicate p(X) =̂ X = {}, a special case of the actual
failures model which we will refer to as the stable tracesmodel (ST =MX •X={}), merits
individual attention. The traces component records all possible traces whereas the failures
component records only stable traces, traces after which the empty set can be refused. Hence
this model, like Olderog and Hoare’s divergence model [14] and Reed’s untimed stability
model [17], does not record the unavailability of events, but does distinguish between
deadlock and divergence:
ST Stop = {{〈〉}, {(〈〉, {})}} , ST div = {{〈〉}, {}} .
This model differs from the divergence and untimed stability models by the non-determi-
nistic choice not being strict with respect to div.
3.7. Restricted refusals model for A
A model that is a little ﬁner than the actual refusals model for A, is that generated by
the predicate p(X) =̂ X ⊆ A for any A such that {} ⊆ A ⊆ . We will refer to this as the
restricted refusals model for A (RA =MX •X⊆A). Such a model identiﬁes two processes
with the same traces if they agree upon refusals with events only from A. For A = {} and
A =  this yields respectively the stable traces and the stable failures models. Such a model
might be useful for situations in which we are concerned only about the availability of a
particular subset of events.
3.8. Lower bounded refusals model for N
It is sometimes useful to impose a bound, either upper or lower, on the cardinality of
refusal sets to be recorded. We introduce ﬁrst the model that is generated by the predicate
p(X) =̂ #XN for some integer N such that 0N#. We will refer to this as the lower
bounded refusals model for N (LN =MX • #XN ).
Such a model identiﬁes two processes with the same traces if they agree upon refusal
sets of cardinality at least N. ForN = 0 and (assuming ﬁniteness of )N = #, this yields
respectively the stable failures and the completed trace models.
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Verifying that a set of at least N events can be refused by a process only when its
speciﬁcation could also refuse those events is of particular interest when we are considering
support or safety systems, systems that under usual circumstances require a built-in margin
for error.
3.9. Upper bounded refusals model for N
Another interesting model is that generated by the predicate p(X) =̂ #XN for some
integer N such that 0N#. We will refer to this as the upper bounded refusals model
for N (UN =MX • #XN ). Such a model identiﬁes two processes with the same traces if
they agree upon refusal sets of cardinality at most N. For N = 0, N = 1 and (assuming
ﬁniteness of ) N = #, this yields respectively the stable traces, the singleton failures,
and the stable failures models.
A potential application for the upper bounded refusals model is for analysing the
behaviour of a distributed system of N processes provided no more thanM < N processors
had failed.
3.10. Bounded and restricted refusals model for A and N
The last model we consider is essentially a hybrid of the lower bounded refusals and
the restricted refusals models and is generated by the predicate p(X) =̂ X ⊆ A∧#XN
for set of events A and integer N. We will refer to this as the bounded and restricted refusals
model for A and N (BRA,N =MX • X⊆A ∧ #XN ).
The bounded and restricted refusals model BRA,N identiﬁes two processes with the
same traces if they agree on all refusal sets that are both a subset of A and of cardinality
greater than N.
A means of automatically verifying whether one system can refuse at least a certain
number of events of a given class when another could not is of particular interest when we
are modelling distributed systems involving the parallel combination or interleaving of an
indexed collection of identical components.
Example
Suppose that a company is running the software for a large safety-critical distributed
system comprising a dynamic network of R indexed nodes. The requirements imposed on
the company state that (modulo an agreed latency period after any node crashes) the central
monitor must always be able to communicate with at least k nodes. The ability of the central
monitor to be able to communicate with node i ∈ R is modelled by the event inContact.i.
Suppose that the process Network below satisﬁes the necessary constraints:
Network =̂MonitorProcess ||
{|inContact|}
Nodes.
The company now decides, for whatever reason, to update its nodes:
NewNetwork =̂MonitorProcess ||
{|inContact|}
UpdatedNodes,
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but then needs to verify that the new system can communicate with at least k of its processors
at least as often as the old system could. They need to verify that whenever the new system
can refuseN = R−K+1 or more inContact events the old system could also have refused
these events. They need to verify that
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(NewNetwork) | #XN∧X ⊆ {|contact|}} ⊆
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(Network) | #XN∧X ⊆ {|contact|}}.
This could be expressed equivalently as follows:
NetworkBR{|contact |},NNewNetwork.
3.11. Relative strengths
Recall that modelM is ﬁner thanM ′ ifM distinguishes at least as many processes
asM ′:
∀P,Q • P ≡M Q⇒ P ≡M ′ Q.
This ordering on models corresponds to the ordering on predicates:
Lemma 1. If predicate p is stronger than predicate q then semantic model Mq is ﬁner
than semantic modelMp.
The following theorem follows immediately from this result.
Theorem 2. The failures class of semantic models forms a complete lattice under the is-
ﬁner-than relation, which corresponds to implication of the corresponding predicates; the
top element is the stable failures model (F =MX • true), and the bottom element the traces
model (T =MX • false).
Theorem 3. If predicate q is not at least as strong as predicate p, i.e.¬ (∀X • q(X) ⇒
p(X)), then semantic modelMq distinguishes processes identiﬁed by modelMp.
Proof sketch. Since ¬ (∀X • q(X) ⇒ p(X)) there must be some set of events Xpq
such that q(Xpq)∧¬ p(Xpq). We identify processes Ppq andQpq such that traces(Ppq) =
traces(Qpq) and failures(Ppq) is the disjoint union of failures(Qpq) and {(〈〉, Xpq)}.
Hence Ppq ≡p Qpq but Ppq ≡q Qpq . In the case where Xpq is non-empty this is
true of
Ppq =̂Offer()	Offer(−Xpq),
Qpq =̂Offer()	(	Y : P|Y ⊂ Xpq • Offer(− Y )),
where Xpq = ∅, it is true of Ppq =̂ Offer() andQpq =̂ Offer()div. 
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Fig. 4. Hierarchy of models (where a, a′ ∈  and a = a′).
It follows directly from Theorems 2 and 3 that for processes with ﬁnite alphabet ,
the relative strengths of the models identiﬁed in this section 5 are as illustrated in Fig. 4.
For convenience, we summarise the models in Fig. 5.
Observe ﬁrst that members of the actual refusals subclass of models, {AA|A ∈ P}
including the stable failuresmodel (ST = A∅) and completed tracesmodel (CT = A), are
independent of one another whereas members of the restricted refusals subclass of models,
{RA|A ∈ P}, form a complete sub-lattice, with the stable failures model (F = R) as
top element, and the stable traces model (ST = R∅) as bottom element. Observe also that
for every set of events A, the restricted refusals model for A (RA) is ﬁner than the actual
refusals model for A (AA). The upper bounded refusals subclass of models form a chain
with the stable failures model (F = U#) as the top element and the stable traces model
(ST = U0), which is slightly coarser than the singleton failures model (S = U1), as the
bottom element. Similarly, the lower bounded refusals subclass of models form a chain
with the stable failures model (F = L0) as the top element and the completed trace model
(CT = L#) as the bottom element.
5 For clarity we have omitted the bounded and restricted refusals subclass of models from Fig. 4. However, for
each set of events A, the subclass of models {BRA,N | 0N#A} form a chain with BRA,0 = RA as the top
element and BRA,#A = AA as the bottom element; also, for N > #A, BRA,N = T .
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Fig. 5. Summary of models.
4. Compositionality
A semantic modelM is compositional with respect to unary operator F if we may
expressM [[F(P )]] in terms ofM [[P ]]; it is compositional with respect to binary operator
⊕ if we may expressM [[P ⊕Q]] in terms ofM [[P ]] andM [[Q]]. It is compositional
(or is a congruence) if it is a compositional with respect to the entire language.
In this section we consider whichmodels in our class are compositional with respect to
which operators. Most established semantic models of CSP are compositional, and indeed
the denotational semantics of a process is traditionally deﬁned in a compositional manner.
Several semantic equivalences for CCS [12,13] are not compositional; in such cases, it is
common to consider the coarsest corresponding congruence. Compositionality is useful
because it allows compositional reasoning. However, it is not essential, especially if the
model has automatable veriﬁcation techniques, as we will show, in Section 5, is the case
with the failures class.
All the models associate the same traces with a given process, and the semantic equa-
tions for traces in Section 2.2 showed show that the traces of a composite process can
always be expressed in terms of the traces of the components. Hence we need consider only
failures below.
All the models within the failures class are compositional with respect to the operators
→, 	, , and |||.
Lemma 4. For every predicate p, the model Mp is compositional on the subset of the
language containing the operators→, 	, , and |||.
Proof. For any predicate p the following all hold:
failuresp(a→P)= {(〈〉, X)|p(X)∧a /∈ X}∪
{(〈a〉tr, X) | (tr, X) ∈ failuresp(P )},
failuresp(?a : A→Pa)= {(〈〉, X)|p(X)∧A ∩X = {}}∪
{(〈a〉tr, X) | a ∈ A∧(tr, X) ∈ failuresp(Pa)},
failuresp(P	Q)= failuresp(P ) ∪ failuresp(Q),
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failuresp(PQ)= {(〈〉, X) ∈ failuresp(P ) ∩ failuresp(Q)}
∪
{(tr, X) ∈ failuresp(P )∪failuresp(Q) | tr = 〈〉},
failuresp(PQ)= {(trtr′, X)|tr ∈ traces(P )∧
(tr′, X) ∈ failuresp(Q)},
failuresp(P |||Q)= {(tr, X)| ∃ trP , trQ • (trP ,X) ∈ failuresp(P )∧
(trQ,X) ∈ failuresp(Q)∧
tr ∈ trP |||trQ}.
Consider ﬁrst the case of the external choice operator:
failuresp(PQ)
=
{(〈〉, X) ∈ failures(P ) ∩ failures(Q) | p(X)}
∪
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )∪failures(Q) | tr = 〈〉∧p(X)}
[def n of failuresp and failures]
=
{(〈〉, X) ∈ failures(P ) | p(X)} ∩
{(〈〉, X) ∈ failures(Q) | p(X)}
∪
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P ) | tr = 〈〉∧p(X)}
∪
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(Q) | tr = 〈〉∧p(X)}
[set theory]
=
{(〈〉, X) ∈ failuresp(P ) ∩ failuresp(Q)}
∪
{(tr, X) ∈ failuresp(P )∪failuresp(Q) | tr = 〈〉}.
[def n of failuresp]
The proofs of the other results follow similar lines. 
However, as we will illustrate below, this result does not extend to subsets of the
language containing either the parallel operator or the hiding operator.
4.1. Hiding
In this section we show that the modelMp is compositional with respect to hiding
of set A if and only if p(X) ⇒ p(X∪A) for all sets X. We begin by proving the “only if”
result.
Lemma 5. Semantic model Mp is compositional with respect to hiding of set A only if
p(X)⇒ p(X∪A) for all sets X.
Proof. Suppose p(X) and ¬ p(X ∪ A). We exhibit processes P and Q such that P ≡p Q
but P \A ≡p Q\A. Let
P =̂	Y : P|Y ⊆ X ∪ A • Offer(− Y ),
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Q =̂	Y : P|Y ⊂ X ∪ A • Offer(− Y ).
Then
traces(P ) = traces(Q)= {〈〉} ∪ {〈a〉|a ∈ },
failures(P )= {(〈〉, Y )|Y ⊆ X ∪ A},
failures(Q)= {(〈〉, Y )|Y ⊂ X ∪ A}.
Hence P ≡p Q: the only difference between P and Q is the failure (〈〉, X ∪ A) of P; but
X ∪ A does not satisfy p, so this failure is not included in failuresp(P ).
However
(〈〉, X) ∈ failures(P \A)− failures(Q\A),
because
(〈〉, X ∪ A) ∈ failures(P )− failures(Q),
so P \A ≡p Q\A, as required. 
We now prove the converse result.
Lemma 6. If p(X) ⇒ p(X∪A) for all sets X, then for all processes P, the set failuresp
(P \A) is expressible in terms of failuresp(P ).
Proof. Suppose p(X)⇒ p(X∪A) for all sets X. We reason as follows:
failuresp(P \A)
= {(tr, X) ∈ failures(P \A) | p(X)} [def n of failuresp]
=
{(tr\A,X) | (tr, A∪X) ∈ failures(P )∧p(X)}
[def n of failures]
=
{(tr\A,X) | (tr, A∪X) ∈ failures(P )∧p(A∪X)∧p(X)}
[p(X)⇒ p(A∪X)]
=
{(tr\A,X) | (tr, A∪X) ∈ failuresp(P )∧p(X)}. 
[def n of failuresp]
Corollary 7. ModelMp is compositional with respect to hiding of arbitrary sets precisely
when predicate p is upwards closed.
4.2. Parallel composition
In this section we show that modelMp is compositional with respect to the parallel
composition A‖B if and only if
∀X, Y : P|X ∩ (A− B) ⊆ Y ⊆ X ∩ A • p(X)⇒ p(Y ), (1)
∀X,Z : P|X ∩ (B − A) ⊆ Z ⊆ X ∩ B • p(X)⇒ p(Z). (2)
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Fig. 6. X ∩ (A− B) ⊆ Y ⊆ X ∩ A.
The relationshipX∩(A−B) ⊆ Y ⊆ X∩A is illustrated in Fig. 6. IfX is a refusal ofP A‖BQ
then the corresponding refusals Y of P and Z of Q will satisfy X ∩ (A− B) ⊆ Y ⊆ X ∩ A
and X ∩ (B −A) ⊆ Z ⊆ X ∩ B, respectively; conditions (1) and (2) say that if X satisﬁes
p then so do Y and Z.
We begin by proving the “only if” result
Lemma 8. Semantic modelMp is compositional on a subset of the language containing
the parallel operator A‖B only if conditions ‘ (1) and (2) hold.
Proof. By symmetry, it is enough to consider just the case where condition (1) does not
hold. So suppose X ∩ (A− B) ⊆ Y ⊆ X ∩ A ∧ p(X) ∧ ¬ p(Y ).
We construct processes P, P ′ and Q such that P ≡p P ′ but P A‖B Q ≡p P ′ A‖B Q as
follows:
P =̂	Z : P|Z ⊆ Y • Offer(− Z),
P ′ =̂	Z : P|Z ⊂ Y • Offer(− Z),
Q =̂Offer(B ∩ Y ).
Then
traces(P ) = traces(P ′)= {〈〉} ∪ {〈a〉|a ∈ },
failures(P )= {(〈〉, Z)|Z ⊆ Y },
failures(P ′)= {(〈〉, Z)|Z ⊂ Y },
failures(Q)= {(〈〉, Z)|Z ∩ (B ∩ Y ) = {}} .
Hence P ≡p P ′, because they differ only in the failure (〈〉, Y ) and Y does not satisfy p.
Observe that, as illustrated in Fig. 7, the process P A‖B Q can initially refuse the
whole of set X: any element inX− (A∪B) lies outside the alphabets of both processes; any
element in X ∩ (B − Y ) will be blocked by Q; and the remainder of X, i.e. the set Y, can
be refused by P. However, since the process P ′ cannot refuse the whole of Y, we conclude
that P ′ A‖B Q cannot initially refuse the whole of X. We see that
(〈〉, X) ∈ failures(P A‖B Q)− failures(P ′ A‖B Q).
Hence, since p(X) is true, we conclude, as required, that P A‖B Q ≡p P ′ A‖B Q. 
We now prove the converse result.
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Fig. 7. Process PA‖BQ can initially refuse the whole of X.
Lemma 9. If conditions (1) and (2) hold, then for all processes P and Q, the set failuresp
(P A‖B Q) is expressible in terms of the sets failuresp(P ) and failuresp(Q).
Proof.We reason as follows:
failuresp(P A‖B Q)
= {(tr, X) ∈ failures(P A‖B Q) | p(X)} [def n of failuresp]
= {(tr, X) ∈ (A∪B)∗ × P | p(X) ∧
∃ Y ∈ PA; Z ∈ PB; W ∈ P(− A− B) •
X = Y ∪ Z ∪W∧
(tr  A, Y ) ∈ failures(P ) ∧ (tr  B,Z) ∈ failures(Q)}
[def n of failures]
= {(tr, X) ∈ (A∪B)∗ × P | p(X) ∧
∃ Y ∈ PA; Z ∈ PB; W ∈ P(− A− B) •
X = Y ∪ Z ∪W∧
X ∩ (A− B) ⊆ Y ⊆ X ∩ A∧
X ∩ (B − A) ⊆ Z ⊆ X ∩ B∧
(tr  A, Y ) ∈ failures(P ) ∧ (tr  B,Z) ∈ failures(Q)}
[set theory]
= {(tr, X) ∈ (A∪B)∗ × P | p(X) ∧
∃ Y ∈ PA; Z ∈ PB; W ∈ P(− A− B) •
X = Y ∪ Z ∪W∧p(Y )∧p(Z) ∧
(tr  A, Y ) ∈ failures(P ) ∧ (tr  B,Z) ∈ failures(Q)}
[conditions (1) and (2)]
= {(tr, X) ∈ (A∪B)∗ × P | p(X) ∧
∃ Y ∈ PA; Z ∈ PB; W ∈ P(− A− B) •
X = Y ∪ Z ∪W∧
(tr  A, Y ) ∈ failuresp(P )∧(tr  B,Z) ∈ failuresp(Q)}. 
[def n of failuresp]
Corollary 10. ModelMp is compositional with respect to parallel composition with ar-
bitrary interface sets precisely when predicate p is downwards closed, i.e.:
∀X, Y : P|Y ⊆ X • p(X)⇒ p(Y ). (3)
Proof.Wemust show the above condition (3) is equivalent to the conjunctions of conditions
(1) and (2) for all A and B.
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Observe that if conditions (1) and (2) hold for allA andB then in particular condition (1)
holds for the casewhenA = B = . This gives condition (3). Conversely, assume condition
(3) holds and suppose X ∩ (A− B) ⊆ Y ⊆ X ∩ A; then Y ⊆ X, so p(X) ⇒ p(Y ). This
yields conditions (1) and (2) for arbitrary A and B. 
4.3. Summary
In Theorem 11 below we apply the results established in Lemma 4, and Corollaries 7
and 10 to identify for each subset of the language the constraints on predicate p that ensure
modelMp is compositional. Theorems 12 and 13, in which we consider speciﬁc models,
follow directly from Theorem 11.
Theorem 11. ModelMp deﬁned on a language with operators
Ops ⊆ {→,,	,, ‖, |||, \}
is compositional precisely when the following two predicates hold:
• ‖ ∈ Ops ⇒ (∀X, Y ∈ P • p(X∪Y )⇒ p(X)),
• \ ∈ Ops ⇒ (∀X, Y ∈ P • p(X)⇒ p(X∪Y )).
Theorem 12. Both T andF are compositional with respect to the whole language. More-
over they are the only models within the class that satisfy this property.
Proof. Theorem 11 tells us that model Mp is a congruence upon the whole language
precisely when the following predicate holds:
∀X, Y ∈ P • (p(X)⇒ p(X∪Y ))∧(p(X∪Y )⇒ p(X)) .
Equivalently, if p is ever true it must be true for the whole ofP. This occurs precisely when
p is identically true or identically false. Hence F (orMX • true) and T (orMX • false) are
the only models that are congruences upon the whole language. 
Theorem 13. Of the other speciﬁc models we have considered:
• Models S , ST and UN for 0N < # (recall that U# = F ) are compositional with
respect to the sub-language that excludes the hiding operator.
• Models CT and LN for 0 < N# (recall that L0 = F ) are compositional with
respect to the sub-language that excludes parallel composition.
• Model RA for A ⊂  (recall that R = F ), is compositional with respect to the
sub-language that excludes the hiding of set of events B ⊆ A.
• Models AA and BRA,N for every A and for 0 < N#, (recall that BRA,0 = RA)
are compositional with respect to the sub-language that excludes parallel composition
and the hiding of set of events B ⊆ A.
5. Automatic analysis
FDR [19,10] is a powerful analysis tool for CSP, which can be used to automatically
check reﬁnement of ﬁnite-state CSP processes in the traces and stable failures models. In
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this section we consider whether it can also be used to check for reﬁnement in other models
of our class, by encoding reﬁnement in such models as failures and/or traces reﬁnement
checks.
We identify ﬁrst such an encoding for the subclass of actual refusal models, models
concerned only with one ﬁxed refusal set. In Sections 5.2 and 5.3 we show that such an
encoding is possible also for all models associatedwith predicates that are either downwards
or upwards closed: this is the case with all the speciﬁc models of this paper other than the
actual refusals models, considered in Section 5.1, and the bounded and restricted refusals
models, for which we present an encoding in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5, we consider the
general case, and discuss the practicability of our constructions.
5.1. Actual refusals model for A
We begin by considering reﬁnement within the actual refusals model, a model con-
cerned only with one ﬁxed refusal set A:M X•X=A. If A is the empty set then p is down-
wards closed and we may apply the results from Section 5.2. Hence we consider only the
cases where A = ∅.
In order to express, PX •X=AQ, or equivalently
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(Q) | X = A} ⊆ {(tr, X) ∈ failures(P ) | X = A}, (4)
as a reﬁnement check within the established models we must retain failures information
when the refusal set isA, andmask all other failures information. Provided P is trace-reﬁned
by Q we can achieve this by:
• preserving the trace information of both Q and P;
• removing all trace-refusal pairs (tr, X) where X ⊆ A from the failures sets of both Q
and P; and
• ﬂooding the failures sets of both Q and P with all trace-refusal pairs (tr, X) where
tr ∈ traces(Q) and X ⊂ A.
If the resulting processes areQ′ and P ′, then
traces(P ′)= traces(P ),
traces(Q′)= traces(Q),
failures(P ′)= {(tr, X) ∈ failures(P ) | X = A} ∪
{(tr, X)|tr ∈ traces(P )∧X ⊂ A},
failures(Q′)= {(tr, X) ∈ failures(Q) | X = A} ∪
{(tr, X)|tr ∈ traces(Q)∧X ⊂ A}.
Eq. (4) will then hold precisely when PT Q∧P ′F Q′.
Removing failures can be achieved by interleaving with a suitable process—in this
case a process in which every event outside A is initially available. Flooding with additional
failures at each trace can be achieved by non-deterministically allowing interruption by a
suitable process—in this case a process which can refuse every strict subset of A.
In Theorem 14 below we prove our desired result for an arbitrary non-empty set A.
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Theorem 14. For any processes P and Q deﬁned over ﬁnite set of events , and for any
given set of events A = ∅,
PX •X=AQ⇔ PT Q ∧ (P |||RA)SAF (Q|||RA)SA,
where RA = Offer(− A) and SA = 	Y : P | Y ⊂ A • Offer(− Y ).
Proof. Observe that since A = ∅,
failures(SA)= {(〈〉, X) | X ⊂ A},
failures(RA)= {(〈〉, X) | X ⊆ A},
Hence
failures(P |||RA)= {(tr, X)|(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )∧
(〈〉, X) ∈ failures(RA)}
= {(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )|X ⊆ A}. (5)
We can calculate as follows.
failures((P |||RA)SA)
=
failures(P |||RA) ∪
{(trtr′, X) | tr ∈ traces(P |||RA)∧(tr′, X) ∈ failures(SA)}
[def n of]
=
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P |||RA)|X ⊂ A} ∪
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P |||RA)|X ⊂ A} ∪
{(tr, X) | tr ∈ traces(P |||RA)∧X ⊂ A}
[set theory; def n of SA]
=
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )|X ⊆ A∧X ⊂ A} ∪
{(tr, X) | tr ∈ traces(P |||RA)∧X ⊂ A}
[equation (5); condition F1]
=
{(tr, X)|(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )∧X = A} ∪
{(tr, X) | tr ∈ traces(P |||RA)∧X ⊂ A}.
[def n of RA]
And similarly for failures((Q|||RA)SA).
In the reasoning below,wemake use of thewell-known result that all theCSP operators
are monotonic with respect to inclusion of traces [20]. Given processes P and Q and set of
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events A = ∅, we reason as follows:
PT Q∧(P |||RA)SAF (Q|||RA)SA
⇔
traces(Q) ⊆ traces(P ) ∧
traces((Q|||RA)SA) ⊆ traces((P |||RA)SA) ∧
failures((Q|||RA)SA) ⊆ failures((P |||RA)SA)
[def ns of T and F ]
⇔
traces(Q) ⊆ traces(P ) ∧
{(tr, X)|(tr, X) ∈ failures(Q)∧X = A} ∪
{(tr, X)|tr ∈ traces(Q|||RA)∧X ⊂ A}
⊆
{(tr, X)|(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )∧X = A} ∪
{(tr, X) | tr ∈ traces(P |||RA)∧X ⊂ A}
[monotonicity; above calculation]
⇔
traces(Q) ⊆ traces(P ) ∧
{(tr, X)|(tr, X) ∈ failures(Q)∧X = A} ⊆
{(tr, X)|(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )∧X = A}∧
{(tr, X)|tr ∈ traces(Q|||RA)∧X ⊂ A} ⊆
{(tr, X) | tr ∈ traces(P |||RA)∧X ⊂ A}
[set theory]
⇔
traces(Q) ⊆ traces(P ) ∧
{(tr, X)|(tr, X) ∈ failures(Q)∧X = A} ⊆
{(tr, X)|(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )∧X = A}
[monotonicity; condition (F1)]
⇔ PX•X=AQ. [def n of p]

5.2. Downwards closed predicates
We now present an encoding of reﬁnement within Mp for any predicate p that is
downwards closed and not identically false (if p is identically false, then Mp = T ), in
terms of reﬁnement within T andF . This may be used to verify reﬁnement within S , ST ,
RA for any set of events A, and UN for 0N#.
We use techniques similar to those in Section 5.1: we interleave with the process Tp
that can initially refuse any setY such that p(Y ) is true, and that diverges after any event is
performed:
Tp =̂ 	Y : P|p(Y ) • Offer(− Y ).
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We observe that
traces(Tp) = {〈〉}∪{〈a〉| ∃Y • p(Y )∧a ∈ − Y } [def n of Tp]
= [p is downwards closed and not identically false so P({})]
{〈〉}∪{〈a〉|a ∈ }
failures(Tp) = {(〈〉, X)| ∃Y • p(Y )∧X ⊆ Y } [def n of Tp]
= {(〈〉, X)|p(X)} . [p is downwards closed]
The interleaving of process Tp with any process P then yields a process whose stable
failures are equal to failuresp(P ):
failures(P |||Tp)
= {(tr, X)|(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )∧(〈〉, X) ∈ failures(Tp)}
= {(tr, X)|(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )∧p(X)}
= failuresp(P ),
and similarly forQ|||Tp.
Theorem 15. Suppose predicate p is downwards closed, and p = X • false. Then
PpQ ⇔ PT Q∧P |||TpF Q|||Tp,
where Tp is as deﬁned above.
Proof.
PT Q∧P |||TpF Q|||Tp
⇔ traces(Q) ⊆ traces(P )∧
traces(Q|||Tp) ⊆ traces(P |||Tp)∧
failures(Q|||Tp) ⊆ failures(P |||Tp)
[def n of T and F ]
⇔
traces(Q) ⊆ traces(P )∧failuresp(Q) ⊆ failuresp(P )
[monotonicity; above result]
⇔ PpQ. [def n of p]

Corollary 16. ReﬁnementwithinS ,ST ,RA for any set of eventsA,andUN for0N#
and can be veriﬁed using the following checks:
PS Q⇔ PT Q∧P |||TS F Q|||TS ,
PST Q⇔ PT Q∧P |||TST F Q|||TST ,
PRAQ⇔ PT Q∧P |||TRAF Q|||TRA,
PUNQ⇔ PT Q∧P |||TUNF Q|||TUN ,
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where
TS =̂	Y : P|#Y1 • Offer(− Y ),
TST =̂Offer(),
TRA =̂	Y : P|Y ⊆ A • Offer(− Y ),
TUN =̂	Y : P|#YN • Offer(− Y ).
5.3. Upwards closed predicates
We now present an encoding of reﬁnement within Mp for any predicate p that is
upwards closed and not identically true (if p is identically true, thenMp = F ), in terms
of reﬁnement within T and F . This may be used to verify reﬁnement within CT and LN
for 0 < N#.
We again use techniques similar to those in Section 5.1. We introduce the process Up
that can initially refuse any set Y such that p(Y ) is false, and that diverges after any event
is performed:
Up =̂ 	Y : P|¬ p(Y ) • Offer(− Y ).
We observe that
traces(Up) = {〈〉}∪{〈a〉| ∃Y • ¬ p(Y )∧a ∈ − Y } [def n of Up]
= [p is upwards closed and not identically true so ¬ p({})]
{〈〉}∪{〈a〉|a ∈ }
failures(Up) = {(〈〉, X)| ∃Y • ¬ p(Y )∧X ⊆ Y } [def n of Up]
= {(〈〉, X)|¬ p(X)} . [p is upwards closed]
The effect of non-deterministically interrupting process P with the process Up is to
augment the failures set with trace refusal pairs (tr, X) such that tr is a trace of P and p(X)
is false:
failures(PUp)
= failures(P ) ∪
{(trtr′, X)|tr ∈ traces(P )∧(tr′, X) ∈ failures(Up)}
= failures(P ) ∪ {(tr, X)|tr ∈ traces(P )∧¬ p(X)},
and similarly forQUp.
Theorem 17. Suppose predicate p is upwards closed, and p = X • true. Then
PpQ⇔ PUpF QUp
where Up is as deﬁned above.
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Proof.
PUpF QUp
⇔ traces(QUp) ⊆ traces(PUp)∧
failures(QUp) ⊆ failures(PUp)
[def n of F ]
⇔ traces(QUp) ⊆ traces(PUp)∧
failures(Q) ∪ {(tr, X)|tr ∈ traces(Q)∧¬ p(X)} ⊆
failures(P ) ∪ {(tr, X)|tr ∈ traces(P )∧¬ p(X)}
[above result]
⇔
traces(QUp) ⊆ traces(PUp)∧
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(Q)|p(X)} ∪
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(Q)|¬ p(X)} ∪
{(tr, X)|tr ∈ traces(Q)∧¬ p(X)}
⊆
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )|p(X)} ∪
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )|¬ p(X)} ∪
{(tr, X)|tr ∈ traces(P )∧¬ p(X)}
[for all X, p(X) or ¬ p(X)]
⇔
traces(QUp) ⊆ traces(PUp)∧
failuresp(Q) ⊆ failuresp(P )∧
{(tr, X)|tr ∈ traces(Q)∧¬ p(X)} ⊆
{(tr, X)|tr ∈ traces(P )∧¬ p(X)}
[def n of failuresp; condition (F1)]
⇔ traces(QUp) ⊆ traces(PUp)∧
failuresp(Q) ⊆ failuresp(P )∧
traces(Q) ⊆ traces(P )∧
[p is not identically true]
⇔
failuresp(Q) ⊆ failuresp(P )∧traces(Q) ⊆ traces(P )
[monotonicity]
⇔ PpQ. [def n of p]

Corollary 18. Reﬁnement within CT and LN for 0 < N# can be veriﬁed using the
following checks:
PCT Q ⇔ PT Q∧PUCT F QUCT ,
PLNQ ⇔ PT Q∧PULNF QULN ,
where
UCT =̂ 	Y : P|Y =  • Offer(− Y ),
ULN =̂ 	Y : P|#Y < N • Offer(− Y ).
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5.4. Bounded and restricted refusals model for A and N
For {} ⊂ A ⊂  and 0 < N < #, the predicate associated with the bounded and
restricted refusals model BRA,N , X • X ⊆ A∧#XN , is neither upwards nor down-
wards closed. Reﬁnement within this model may however be captured easily in terms of
reﬁnement within T and F , as shown by the following theorem.
Theorem 19. For any processes P and Q deﬁned over a ﬁnite set of events , and for
{} ⊂ A ⊂  and 0 < N < #,
PX •X⊆A∧#XNQ ⇔
PT Q∧((P |||RA)VA,N)F ((Q|||RA)VA,N),
where
RA =̂ Offer(− A),
VA,N =̂ 	Y : P | Y ⊆ A∧#Y < N • Offer(− Y ).
The proof is in AppendixA.
5.5. General predicates
In this section we identify rules for verifying reﬁnement within models for which
the associated predicate is neither upwards nor downwards closed. We prove ﬁrst that
checkability is closed under disjunctions over corresponding predicates: if p and q are
checkable then so is p∨q .
Lemma 20. Given any processes P and Q and predicates p and q,
Pp∨qQ⇔ PpQ∧PqQ.
The proof is in AppendixA.
It follows immediately from the above result, the associativity of ∧ and ∨, and Theorem 14
in which we which we presented techniques for verifying reﬁnement within AA, that p
is checkable for any predicate p.
Theorem 21. For any predicate p over a ﬁnite alphabetwemay express reﬁnement within
modelM p in terms of reﬁnement within T and F . In particular,
PpQ⇔
PT Q ∧
∧
Xi∈P|p(Xi)(P |||RXi )SXiF (Q|||RXi )SXi .
where RA = Offer(− A) and SA = 	Y : P | Y ⊂ A • Offer(− Y ).
Note that the check done for eachXi corresponds to the check for reﬁnement inA Xi ,
the actual refusals model for Xi , from Section 5.1.
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The proof is in Appendix A.
In Theorem 21 above we have shown that, in the worst case, verifying reﬁnement
within model Mp will require #{X ∈ P | p(X)} + 1 reﬁnement checks. However, it
should be noted that this is the worst-case scenario. Indeed, in Sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and
5.4 we showed that veriﬁcation of reﬁnement within all models under consideration in this
paper, as well as any other models in which the associated predicate is either upwards or
downwards closed, is relatively straightforward requiring only one reﬁnement check in each
of T and F .
6. Discussion
In this paperwe havemotivated the need formeans of verifying non-standardmeasures
of consistency and hence the need for alternative semantic models.We identiﬁed the failures
class, a particular family of semantic models for describing concurrent systems, eachmodel
recording all trace information and possibly some information about subsequent availability
of events.The amount of availability—or rather possibility of refusal—information recorded
by each model is determined by the predicate on sets of events with which it is associated.
To put thiswork in awider context, we have put under themicroscope a small section of
van Glabbeek’s linear time-branching time spectrum [24], presenting an entire sub-lattice.
The top and bottom elements of our sub-lattice are Roscoe’s stable failures and traces
models—identiﬁed respectively as “failures semantics” and “trace semantics” within van
Glabbeek’s spectrum—the other model they share being the completed trace model.
We discussed in detail four establishedmodels that aremembers of this class: Roscoe’s
traces and stable failures model [20]; Bolton’s singleton failures model [1,2]; and van
Glabbeek’s completed trace model [24]. We examined also several families of non-estab-
lished models.
We proved that the failures class forms a complete lattice, and identiﬁed the position
within the lattice of each of these models, thereby exposing their relative strengths. We
identiﬁed the maximal sub-language over which each model is compositional, verifying
that only the traces and the stable failures semantics are fully compositional.
For each model under consideration we identiﬁed various problem domains in which
the associatedmeasure of consistencywould be useful and appropriate. For a selected few of
the models we explored in greater detail a particular example within one of these domains.
We expressed the predicate deﬁning consistency for each measure in terms of reﬁnement
checks within the associated model.
Finally, we presented techniques for using themodel-checker FDR [19,10] to automat-
ically verify such measures of consistency.We presented a general technique for expressing
reﬁnement in arbitrary models of the failures class as reﬁnements within the traces and
stable failures models, and presented particular, efﬁcient, techniques that could be applied
in each of the speciﬁc models we have considered.
It is interesting to observe that the techniques for verifying consistency presented in
this paper are not unique: other operators and combinations could be used to mask the
unwanted failures.
In [22], Roscoe considers which predicates R over the semantics of processes can be
captured as reﬁnement checks. He shows that all predicates that are closed under the metric
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topology can be captured as reﬁnement checks. He gives simpliﬁed reﬁnement checks in the
cases that R is reﬁnement-closed (i.e. such that if P satisﬁes R and PQ thenQ satisﬁes R)
and/or distributive (i.e. such that if each process in the set S satisﬁes R, then so does	 S).
However, his reﬁnement checks are not, in general, ﬁnite-state, and so cannot be automated
using a tool such as FDR.
More concretely, Roscoe has come up with an alternative method for determining
whether a process can refuse a set of events A only when its speciﬁcation could refuse
the same set of events [21]. This work arose from a problem posed by Reed and Sinclair,
following on from [18], in which their predicate “is as live as” could be veriﬁed using
techniques similar to those presented in Section 3.5. Roscoe’s technique is as follows. Let
e /∈  be a fresh event, and let RA be the renaming relation that maps each element a of A
to both itself and e, and is otherwise the identity function. Let
CheckAllA(Q) =̂Q [[RA]] ||
∪{e}
CantBlock e,
CantBlock e =̂ (?x : →CantBlock e	STOP)e→STOP.
CheckAllA(Q) can perform any trace of Q, but can also perform an e when Q can do an
event from A, after which it must stop. After any trace it can refuse anything except for e; it
can refuse e only when Q can refuse the whole of A. Hence the requirement that P refuses
A only when SPEC refuses A can be captured by the following reﬁnement check:
CheckAllA(SPEC)F CheckAllA(P ).
This check and the one introduced in Section 3.5 take comparable times.
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Appendix A. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 19. First observe that, since N > O,
failures(VA,N) = {(〈〉, X) | #X < N∧X ⊆ A}.
Hence, by deﬁnition of, we deduce that for any Q
failures(QVA,N)
= {(trtr ′, X) | tr ∈ traces(Q)∧(tr ′, X) ∈ failures(VA,N)}
= {(tr, X) | tr ∈ traces(Q)∧#X < N∧X ⊆ A}. (A.1)
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We now reason as follows:
failures((P |||RA)VA,N)
= failures(P |||RA) ∪ failures((P |||RA)VA,N) [def n of, 	]
= {(tr, X) ∈ failures(P ) | X ⊆ A}∪
{(tr, X) | tr ∈ traces(P |||RA)∧#X < N∧X ⊆ A}
[equations (5) and (A.1)]
= {(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )|#XN∧X ⊆ A}∪
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )|#X < N∧X ⊆ A}∪
{(tr, X) | tr ∈ traces(P |||RA)∧#X < N∧X ⊆ A}
[set theory]
=
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )|#XN∧X ⊆ A}∪
{(tr, X) | tr ∈ traces(P |||RA)∧#X < N∧X ⊆ A}
[def n of |||; Condition F1]
and similarly for Q.
Suppose, then PT Q. We calculate as follows:
(P |||RA)VA,NF (Q|||RA)VA,N
⇔
traces((Q|||RA)VA,N) ⊆ traces((P |||RA)VA,N)
∧
failures((Q|||RA)VA,N) ⊆ failures((P |||RA)VA,N)
[def n of F ]
⇔
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(Q) | #XN∧X ⊆ A} ∪
{(tr, X) | tr ∈ traces(Q|||RA)∧#X < N∧X ⊆ A}
⊆
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P ) | #XN∧X ⊆ A} ∪
{(tr, X) | tr ∈ traces(P |||RA)∧#X < N∧X ⊆ A}
[PT Q, monotonicity, above calculation]
⇔
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(Q) | #XN∧X ⊆ A} ⊆
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P ) | #XN∧X ⊆ A}
∧
{(tr, X) | tr ∈ traces(Q|||RA)∧#X < N∧X ⊆ A} ⊆
{(tr, X) | tr ∈ traces(P |||RA)∧#X < N∧X ⊆ A}
[set theory]
⇔
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(Q) | #XN∧X ⊆ A} ⊆
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P ) | #XN∧X ⊆ A}.
[PT Q, monotonicity, set theory]
⇔
PX •X⊆A∧#XNQ 
[SPECT P and def n of p]
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Proof of Lemma 20.
PpQ∧PqQ
⇔ traces(P ) ⊇ traces(Q)∧
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )|p(X)} ⊇
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(Q)|p(X)}∧
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )|q(X)} ⊇
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(Q)|q(X)}
[def n of reﬁnement]
⇔ traces(P ) ⊇ traces(Q)∧
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )|p(X) ∨ q(X)} ⊇
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(Q)|p(X) ∨ q(X)}
[set theory]
⇔ Pp∨qQ. [def n of reﬁnement]

Proof of Theorem 21.
Given processes P and Q and predicate p we reason as follows:
PpQ
⇔
traces(P ) ⊇ traces(Q) ∧
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )|p(X)} ⊇ {(tr, X) ∈ failures(Q)|p(X)}
[def n of p]
⇔ ∧Xi∈P|p(Xi)
traces(P ) ⊇ traces(Q) ∧
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(P )|X = Xi} ⊇
{(tr, X) ∈ failures(Q)|X = Xi}
[set theory, distributivity]
⇔ ∧Xi∈P|p(Xi) PX•X=XiQ [Lemma 20; def n of reﬁnement]
⇔ ∧Xi∈P|p(Xi)
PT Q ∧(P |||RXi )SXiF (Q|||RXi )SXi
[Theorem 14]
⇔ PT Q ∧∧
Xi∈P|p(Xi)(P |||RXi )SXiF (Q|||RXi )SXi . 
[distributivity]
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